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Message from the Chair 
 

As Chair of the Newfoundland and Labrador Film Corporation (NLFDC), I am pleased to 

submit the annual report for fiscal year 2021-22. This report has been prepared in 

accordance with the Transparency and Accountability Act, pursuant to which the 

Corporation has been categorized as a category two government entity. The Board of 

Directors of the NLFDC is accountable for the preparation of this annual report as well 

as for the achievement of the specific goals and objectives contained therein. As 

Chairperson of the NLFDC, my signature indicates the Corporation’s accountability for 

the goals and objectives detailed in this document. 

 

In 2021, Canada’s film and television production industry generated over $9 billion in 

production volume, contributed $12.2 billion to the GDP, and created approximately 

244,500 jobs.  This is a high-growth industry and Newfoundland and Labrador is 

certainly part of it. Over the last several years we have proven that Newfoundland and 

Labrador has what it takes to be a prime location for film and television productions. We 

have a skilled labour pool, stunning landscapes, and competitive incentives. 

 

Looking forward to 2022-23, the early numbers indicate another increase in total 

production activity for the province.  
 

Sincerely,  

 
 

Mark Sexton 

Chairperson, Board of Directors (NLFDC)  
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Entity Overview  
 

Organizational Structure  
 

The Newfoundland and Labrador Film Development Corporation (NLFDC) was 

established in February 1997, under the Corporations Act, and the offices of the  

Corporation opened in the fall of that same year.  

 

The NLFDC was created to grow the local screen industries of the province, both 

through the creation of local film and television productions for national and international 

markets, and as a destination for guest productions to shoot in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. The NLFDC is the first point of contact for local screen industries on a daily 

basis, as well as potential outside partners interested in investing in the province 

through various screen industry projects. 

 

Mandate 
 

The NLFDC is a Crown Corporation of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

with a mandate to promote the development of the film and video industry, and the 

province’s film and television products and locations both nationally and internationally.  

 

The NLFDC is a representative of the province’s film industry to local, national and 

international viewers, and industry members. It fields inquiries concerning shooting 

locations within the province and acts as a liaison between local filmmakers, production 

companies, and crews. The NLFDC provides information on all elements of the film 

industry, including its own programs, those of other local organizations, as well as 

information regarding national funders, broadcasters, and distributors.  

 

Lines of Business 

The NLFDC is an entity that fosters and supports local screen industries. Through its six 

programs, the NLFDC offers local producers and outside producers/productions the 
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support needed to help the province’s production sector to flourish. The NLFDC’s Lines 

of Business are outlined below:   

The Equity Investment Program (EIP): The EIP provides funding in the form of equity 

investment to eligible producers for the financing of productions. The NLFDC will 

normally provide a maximum contribution of 20 per cent of the total production budget. 

In order to access these funds, applicant companies must be incorporated in the 

province and must be owned 51 per cent or more by residents of Newfoundland and 

Labrador. Within the EIP, the NLFDC administers the Development Program, which 

may provide up to a maximum of 33% of an eligible development project budget. 

Film and Video Tax Credit Program: The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

offers a Film and Video Industry Tax Credit, which is co-administered by the NLFDC 

with the provincial Department of Finance. It is a fully refundable corporate income tax 

credit based on the amount spent on eligible Newfoundland and Labrador labour.  

The tax credit has an additional feature called the “Deeming Provision” through which a 

portion of amounts paid to non-residents in leadership positions may be included in the 

tax credit calculation when a qualified resident is not available and the non-resident 

serves as a mentor of a resident of the province.  

Sponsorship Program: The NLFDC’s Sponsorship Program is designed to foster and 

promote the development and growth of the local film and video industry. The program 

provides qualified individuals and organizations with funding assistance, which enables 

them to promote the products of the local industry. This will be achieved through three 

distinct sub-programs: Promotional Travel, Marketing and Distribution, and Workshop 

Assistance.  

Professional Development: The NLFDC has a full-time Industry Analyst who works on 

behalf of crew, producers, and filmmakers to organize and support specific workshops, 

training opportunities, job placements, and other projects designed to increase the local 
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industry’s capacity. The industry analyst also administers the Deeming Provision of the 

Film and Video Tax Credit Program (described above) which supports these efforts.  

Marketing Newfoundland and Labrador: As the Film Commission for the province, 

the NLFDC supports the provincial film industry’s ability to attract business through 

national and international marketing of the industry and the province as a location for 

production and post-production. The NLFDC partners with the Atlantic Canada 

Opportunities Agency and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to provide 

access for production companies to international markets. 

Vision 
 

A viable, healthy, and stable screen industries in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

Staff and Budget 
 

As of March 31, 2022, the NLFDC had four staff members, three female and one male. 

The NLFDC administers a provincial Equity Investment Fund, for development and 

equity investments in film and television, currently valued at $10 million. The NLFDC, in 

addition, acts as co-administrator with the provincial Department of Finance to vet tax 

credit applications for film and television projects.  

 

In 2021-22, the NLFDC had a total budget of $701,940.89. For its operations budget, 

the NLFDC received $623,100 from the Provincial Government and an additional 

$78,840.89 was received from the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) for 

projects.  

 

Board of Directors 

As of March 31, 2022, the Board consisted of the following members: 

Chairperson:  
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Mark Sexton, St. John’s, Branch Manager/Wealth Advisor Scotia McLeod 

Members:  

Noreen Golfman (Vice-Chair), St. John’s, Professor, Memorial University of 

Newfoundland  

Cheryl Stagg, Stephenville, Fred R. Stagg Law Office  

Colleen Kennedy, Rocky Harbour, Gros Morne Co-op Association  

Craig Goudie, Grand Falls-Windsor, Retired Teacher  

Ben Gardner, St. John’s, Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts and Recreation, 

Assistant Deputy Minister 

Cyndy Stead, Port Rexton, Project Manager, Discovery UNESCO Global Geopark 

 

Physical Location 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador Film Development Corporation  

12 King’s Bridge Road, St. John’s, NL  A1C 3K3  

Telephone: (709) 738-3456 or toll-free: 1-877-738-3456 (within Canada)  

Facsimile: (709) 739-1680  

General Email: info@nlfdc.ca 

Website: www.nlfdc.ca 

   

mailto:info@nlfdc.ca
http://www.nlfdc.ca/
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Highlights and Partnerships  
 

Highlights  
 

The COVID-19 pandemic continued to affect everyone’s life in 2021-22, and the film 

and television industry is no exception.  The NLFDC; however, had the strongest year 

for production activity since its inception. In 2021-22, the film and television industry 

generated $85 million in economic activity, which resulted in over 1,450 full-time 

employment opportunities.  

 

In 2021-22, the Equity Investment Program helped fund 42 production projects and 20 

script development projects. In 2021-22, it was the first time that the local industry 

produced three major television series at the same time (Hudson and Rex, Son of a 

Critch, and Astrid and Lilly Save The World), as well as a large scale Disney feature film 

guest production. This accomplishment is a testament to local logistics and cooperation, 

particularly during these challenging times. 

 

Hudson and Rex completed its fourth season and will be entering its fifth season of 

production in May 2022. The show’s ratings increased by over 40 per cent last season 

in Canada, demonstrating the show’s success. In Europe, episodes of Hudson and Rex 

are being seen by over six million viewers. This is a major achievement and a very 

positive promotion of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

There is a continued focus in the Canadian film and television industry on improving 

representation of Black, Indigenous, and People of Colour (BIPOC) filmmakers, 

production companies, and crew persons. These groups have historically, been 

underrepresented and misrepresented. The NLFDC continues to partner in a number of 

ways to address these inequities and looks forward to continuing this national effort in 

the coming year. 
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The pandemic has continued to have a major impact on industry events and festivals 

around the world. In October 2021, the St. John’s International Women’s Film Festival 

took place virtually. Screenings and forum offerings occurred entirely online, to great 

international success. The annual Nickel Independent Film Festival followed the 

success of their 2020 festival and remained virtual for 2021. The festival continued their 

commitment to celebrating and inspiring the filmmaking talents of the province through 

screenings, and introductory and intermediate collaborative workshops. 

 

Partnerships  
 

The NLFDC partners directly and indirectly with a number of federal entities including 

the Canada Revenue Agency and the Canada Audio-visual Certification Office. The 

NLFDC continues to be a member of the National Tax Credit Committee and, alongside 

the media corporations of other provinces and territories, is a member of the 

Association of Provincial and Territorial Funding Agencies. In the creation of 

Newfoundland and Labrador film and television projects, federal partners are vital. 

These partners include Telefilm Canada, the Canada Media Fund, the Canada Council, 

and the National Film Board.  

 

In Atlantic Canada, our federal partner ACOA, has been instrumental in our ability to 

shift from large industry events to a virtual one-on-one meeting approach, for local 

production companies. This has allowed local producers and creators to maintain 

access to international decision makers despite travel restrictions. For 2022-23, this will 

shift to in-person attendance. This partnership has also enabled the NLFDC to 

undertake a study providing a roadmap for the future of the province’s film and 

television industry. The final report from this study was delivered this year.  

 

NLFDC partners with key stakeholders in finding the skilled filmmakers, business 

people, and specialized labourers, needed to create film and television projects. 

Partnerships with other provincial organizations within the Newfoundland and Labrador 

film and television industry remain essential. These partnerships include: the Nickel 
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Independent Film Festival, the St John’s International Women’s Film Festival, the 

Newfoundland Independent Filmmakers Co-operative, College of the North Atlantic, 

Memorial University, ArtsNL, the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts and Recreation, 

the Department of Industry, Energy and Technology, and the Department of Finance. 

These partners’ programs are vital to the success of the Newfoundland and Labrador 

film industries and the NLFDC’s mandate. Local, national, and international 

broadcasters and distributors are also essential partners, as they initiate productions.  

 

Significant growth and career opportunities in the film and television industry are 

available right here in Newfoundland and Labrador. To help expand local talent, the 

NLFDC is partnering with College of the North Atlantic to develop a new Film and Media 

Production campus in St. John’s.  This initiative is intended to meet labour market 

demands and address current skills gaps within the film industry. The campus will offer 

the latest in creative and innovative technologies to integrate design, media, 

communications, entertainment and other facets of arts and culture. 

 

In 2021-22, the NLFDC continued to recognize the increased concerns of BIPOC 

communities by participating in industry-wide consultations. Due to an evolution in the 

priorities of production companies, to foster more diverse talent, the NLFDC held a 

Black Creatives Documentary Film camp in September 2021. Given the success of the 

camp, the goal is to make it an annual event to help discover and encourage Black 

filmmakers in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

The Open Film Festival, an event with roots in Ghana, provides a platform to recognize 

filmmakers who have a focus on African filmmaking. This festival was adapted for 

Newfoundland and Labrador with support from the NLFDC, the Nickel Independent Film 

Festival, and The Space. The Open Film Festival NL, which took place in July 2021, 

showcased films from Ghana, Uganda, South Africa, and local films from Newfoundland 

and Labrador, to a sold out audience in St. John’s and audiences online. With the 

success of this initial event, Open Film Festival NL hopes to grow in the coming years to 

become an annual festival.  
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The NLFDC partnered with a national organization, Reel Green, to provide climate and 

sustainable production training for film and television workers and managers. The 

NLFDC is represented on Reel Green’s national steering committee. Reel Green and 

the NLFDC delivered the first iteration of the Climate and Sustainable Production 

course, adapted for Newfoundland and Labrador. This was a very worthwhile exercise. 

Valuable insights were gained from the local production community. Feedback was 

received from the attendees and suggestions are being implemented for the next round 

of training. 

 

Report on Performance  
 

Issue # 1: Promote Newfoundland and Labrador as a Destination for 
Film and Television Productions 
 
There are many positive and encouraging signs that Newfoundland and Labrador has 

the potential and ability to sustain and expand its Film and Television industry 

productions.  

 

As the film commission for the province, the NLFDC supports the provincial film 

industry’s ability to attract business through national and international marketing of the 

industry and of the province as a location for production and post-production.  

 

Goal Statement 
 

By March 31, 2023, the NLFDC will have effectively promoted Newfoundland and 

Labrador as a destination for film and television productions. 

 

2021-22 Objective 
 
By March 31, 2022, the NLFDC will have supported and invested in film and television 

development and production. 
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Indicator 1: Worked with partners and industry stakeholders to develop and 
manage a renewed plan for international market attendance by local production 
companies. 

During the previous fiscal year, the NLFDC entered into a three-year plan with ACOA on 

international market attendance. The NLFDC leads international market participation for 

the Atlantic Canadian film and television industry. A part of that plan is the Export 

Market Access Program (EMAP) which began during 2021-22. The EMAP supported 

four Newfoundland and Labrador production companies. By hiring a consultant to 

develop and refine up to three project presentations per company, export opportunities 

were further enhanced. The program has improved each company’s market readiness 

and overall presentation of their projects.  

 

Indicator 2: Supported the marketing of Newfoundland and Labrador as a location 
for film and television production and post-production. 
 

The film and television industry in NL has had a steady stream of new domestic projects 

and has attracted significant inward film productions. The province offers unique and 

under-utilized locations, strong international producer network relationships, and an 

increasingly supportive and film-friendly environment. The province’s offering has also 

been strengthened by the provincial government’s effective handling of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 

Typically, the NLFDC would attend various national and international marketing events 

to increase the visibility of Newfoundland and Labrador as a location for screen 

production. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, we were unable to attend these events in 

person.  

 

2021-22 was the first time that the local industry produced three major television series 

simultaneously (Hudson and Rex, Son of a Critch, and Astrid and Lilly) in addition to a 
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large scale Disney Feature Film guest production. This led to production activity of 

approximately $85 million - the largest since the inception of the NLFDC. 

 

To continue promoting the province during these challenging times, the NLFDC 

maintained established relationships with national and international production contacts. 

This was conducted through virtual meetings. The NLFDC also fielded several guest 

location production requests, through virtual meetings, and provided customized 

location packages. 

  

Indicator 3: Supported projects in the film and television sector. 
 

In 2021-22, the NLFDC supported 62 projects by Newfoundland and Labrador 

production companies - 42 productions and 20 development projects. 23 projects were 

supported through the NLFDC’s professional development and sponsorship programs, 

on a budget of $56,500. Through its co-administration of the film and television tax 

credit, the NLFDC recommended ten part-one applications (verification of project 

eligibility) and six part-two applications (verification of labour actuals) for approval by the 

Department of Finance. 

 

The film and television industry is built upon partnerships. All film and television 

productions that the NLFDC invests in are export driven. Productions require external 

investment and seek markets and audiences beyond Newfoundland and Labrador. The 

NLFDC’s investments occur after other investments are contractually committed. 

Seventy to eighty per cent of local production budgets consist of external money 

leveraged into the province’s industry. External investments attracted by the NLFDC’s 

programs created jobs, boosted spending across many sectors of the economy, and 

increased tax revenues. Without the investments made by the NLFDC, this spending 

would not occur in Newfoundland and Labrador and the economic benefits of film and 

television production would be lost to another jurisdiction. 
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2022-23 Objective and Indicators 
 

By March 31, 2023, the NLFDC will have supported and invested in film and television 

development and production. 

 

Indicator 1: Worked with partners and industry stakeholders to manage a renewed 
plan for international market attendance by local production companies. 
 
Indicator 2: Supported the marketing of Newfoundland and Labrador as a location 
for film and television production and post-production. 
  

Indicator 3: Supported projects in the film and television sector. 
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Opportunities and Challenges 
 

As the primary agency with responsibility for the film industry in Newfoundland and 

Labrador, the NLFDC is a critical component of industry development. It is important to 

consider the current operations of the corporation and its evolution alongside key 

industry drivers, such as automatic incentives and workforce capacity. In the context of 

the overarching goal to increase production activity, the NLFDC must be equipped to 

handle the impact of increasing local and international productions and meet the 

demands of expanding activity. It must also fulfil its critical film commission role in a 

structured manner, in line with international industry standards.  

 

Opportunities 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador has a broad and unique culture with strong traditions in 

storytelling, music, and performance. Geographically, it sits in a strategic area between 

North America and Europe, and has built links with similarly outward-looking 

jurisdictions such as Ireland.  

 

A key driving factor in reaching consistently high levels of production activity has been 

the capabilities of the province’s producers and talent. Their work over multiple years in 

developing and producing content has created a strong foundation upon which the 

industry can grow. Domestic series and films have provided employment opportunities 

for crews and talent, and have created valuable intellectual property based on local 

stories.   

 

Many areas in Newfoundland and Labrador’s film industry are succeeding and showing 

future potential. The rich cultural history of the province means that there is a deep base 

of artists and stories. Provincial producers have demonstrated the ability to develop and 

leverage their own intellectual property. This is a key factor in a healthy sector, 

alongside inward film production. The province is also increasing its profile as a 

shooting destination.  
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Newfoundland and Labrador has established a solid foundation that can be leveraged to 

significantly develop its film industry to the point of doubling production activity. This 

foundation includes its unique cultural and creative offers, as well as the industry 

progress that has occurred to date. 

 

In order to do this, the NLFDC has recognized that a strategic approach must be 

pursued. Five key areas have been identified as critical to sector expansion in the 

province: 

 

1. Incentives 

2. Workforce capacity   

3. Developing provincial talent and content 

4. Physical infrastructure 

5. Film-friendly environment 

 

NLFDC will be delivering the next round of sustainable production courses in 

partnership with the St. John’s International Women’s Film Festival, Independent 

Filmmakers Cooperative and the current participants in the Picture Start professional 

development program.  

 

The NLFDC is working with the National Reel Green committee to pull together a best 

practices document that can be attached to contracts, similar to that of the NLFDC’s 

anti-harassment policy. The NLFDC would also like to include a section on its website 

that will host sustainable production tools and the Albert Carbon Calculator. These tools 

are quickly becoming an industry standard in larger regions (BC, ON, MB). The NLFDC 

is pushing for NL to be the first Atlantic Province to implement them, helping improve 

the industry’s overall environmental footprint.  
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Challenges 
 

Developing the workforce in Newfoundland and Labrador is an urgent area to be 

addressed if the province is going to achieve its aim of doubling production activity. 

Alongside skilled crew, there is a global shortage of purpose-built studios. There is 

widespread capital investment in building such studios in other Canadian provinces, and 

major markets like the UK, the US, and Australia. 

 

Newfoundland and Labrador does not currently have purpose-built studios. The primary 

attraction has been the province’s unique external locations, and producers are used to 

converting adapted buildings for production when covered sets are needed. These 

include large warehouses, or building pop-up studios in former industrial units or 

factories. However, a production’s schedule may sometimes be impacted by difficult 

weather conditions, or by unavailability of preferred spaces, thereby potentially limiting 

control. 

 

The NLFDC manages a range of incentives for both inward and domestic projects. To 

date, incentives have served to adequately drive development of the industry. Updating 

the terms of the incentives, to keep pace with producer requirements, has been slower 

than in competing provinces. As the NLFDC looks to the next five to ten years of 

industry expansion, addressing challenges with existing incentives is a critical step 

toward meeting the goal of increasing production expenditures. 
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Financial Information  
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